Multiobjective and Interactive Genetic Algorithms for Weight Tuning of a Model Predictive Control-Based Motion Cueing Algorithm.
Driving simulators are effective tools for training, virtual prototyping, and safety assessment which can minimize the cost and maximize road safety. Despite the aim of a realistic motion generation for the impression of real-world driving, motion simulators are bound in a limited workspace. Motion cueing algorithms (MCAs) aim to plan an acceptable motion feeling for drivers, without infringing the simulated boundaries. Recently, model predictive control (MPC) has been widely used in MCAs; however, the tuning process for finding the best weights of the MPC optimization is still a challenge. As there are several objectives for the optimization without any standard weighting for solution evaluations, a nonbiased scalarization of solutions for the purpose of comparison is impossible. In this paper, a clear method for obtaining the best MPC weighting has been proposed. This method searches for the best tune of MPC cost function weights, reduces the user burden for weight tuning while receiving feedback from the user satisfaction. The MPC-based MCA weights are optimized using a multiobjective genetic algorithm (GA) considering objectives, such as minimization of motion inputs (linear acceleration and angular velocity), input rates, output displacements and the sensed motion errors. Any process based on trial-and-error has been omitted. The adjusted weights have to satisfy a set of predefined conditions related to maximum tolerated error and maximum displacement. The obtained Pareto-front is used for decision making via an interactive GA (IGA), aiming for maximization of the decision maker's satisfaction. A Web interface is developed to interact with the IGA and to influence the region of searching. Simulation results show the superiority of the proposed method compared with the previous empirical tuning method. The sensed motion error is minimized using the proposed method and with the same available workspace, a more realistic motion can be rendered to the driver.